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ow everything became what it is and how things will go on
is an exciting story for everyone who is interested in creative
diversity and connections and who want to form an opinion about
the present and the future.
If we take a bird's eye view of ceramics, we are proud of its
past full of outstanding achievements. It is a chain of individual
inventions, but also role models and emulating experiments.
Traditional knowledge and skill grew and led to a great store
with the desire for scientific explanations. People said, “I know
how it works and it doesn’t work. Or it works and I don’t know
why”. People believed that with scientific knowledge, ceramics could be moved forward. Science and technology enjoyed
great success in many areas. For a long time, knowledge about
how to do things was experience, and it was only with the
alchemists that it became knowledge based on research. But
the time before this demands great respect, with the coloured
glazes in the Ishtar Gate in Babylon dating back to the 6th
century B.C.E. a popular example. The two-stage firing process led the way to frit glazes. Archaeologists have discovered
even greater surprises from the 4th and 5th millennium B.C.E.,
including metal-hard ceramics in northern Syria, a thousand
years before the Chinese. And then came the successes of the
Chinese and the Japanese, which were much sought-after in
the Middle East and the West. The West reached its zenith with
the art of Greek vases, where the technique of painting with
various fine shiny slips goes back to experiments beginning in
the fifth millennium in the Anatolian highlands. Terry sigillata
followed as an early precursor of industrialisation, continued in
the 16th – 18th centuries in early capitalist mercantilism, with
over three hundred faience factories in Europe, until in 1805
with the loom the industrial age began producing revolutionary changes in all areas. The first era of the industrial age was
defined by the machine, the second by electricity. Stalin even
prophesied a future of communism and electricity. But developments could not be halted; the information age followed. As
contemporary witnesses, we can observe how one era comes to
an end and another takes possession of the present. In the world
of things, the key issue was always how they were made. Over
thousands of years, ceramics was dominated by the question

How
How do I achieve the beauty of bowls from the Song period, the claire de lune, the glazes from the monastery on the
mountain, Tien-mu, which in Japan became temmoku, and the
oilspot glaze, which no one in the West succeeded in making,
not even Frère Daniel in Taizé. The chemical analysis is easily done but the question of how it is made is not answered
by it. Creativity and imagination are part of the answer. From
the past into the present, there are many examples: How do
I achieve the beauty of faience from Sultanabad, which Max
Laeuger did research on. How can I make porcelain? As beautiful as the bleu meurant from Sèvres, which Frederick the Great

ordered his arcanists to emulate so that they finished up feeling
distinctly queasy. As an art student, how can I make things as
beautiful as my professor’s? How can I make raku as lovely as
Wayne Higby’s? In all of these cases, beauty is the final causality. As in humans, it was supposed to appeal to the senses. It
was supposed to be likeable. It is a beauty on the surface. In
people, it is short-lived. In things, it goes further and is not free
from change. In terms of art, the expression beauty forces us to
apply a negative definition. Art must explain what it is not. It is
no longer what used to be referred to as fine arts. Only beautiful
things were to flow into art from nature. Painters painted in the
landscape, sculptors moulded in the zoo. But now art emancipated itself from nature. In the modern age, fine art became
visual art, free from the compulsion to be beautiful. It can create skewed, twisted, distorted images. In ceramics, this began
in 1952, when young art students with Peter Voulkos as their
spokesman decided on a radical, tradition-free pathway, where
the whole world followed them. This was a pathway to art that
was no longer defined by the How of the production methods
but by the question

What
At first there was only an unconcerned, liberated joy in experiment under the title of “Abstract Expressionism”, accompanied as usual in the art world by an "-ism”. Beauty as the
final cause made way for effective causality targeted at sense
and meaning with aesthetic perfection subordinated to the message. Standing in front of a work that attracts us because of
its originality, we ask what it means. Why does this happen
now, after a thousand years? Because the brain is being studied
now, because a revolution is going on that is moving towards
artificial intelligence with huge strides, because everything is
new. Everything consisting of zeroes and ones. No continuation of the past. Art insists on its autonomy. It does not allow
anyone to prescribe what it should be like. But it is made by
humans under the influence of changes that are occurring. Everyone has their own ideas and if they are successful they stick
with them. Digitalization expressly points out that it abolishes
nothing but integrates everything. Like the art of Africa and
Polynesia, it does not need to be perfect. It does not strive for
technical perfection like a craft masterpiece because it is not
skill-based but ideas-based. The achievements of science find
expression in culture. Life is becoming more intellectual. Consequently, so is art. It is becoming more and more intellectual
and beauty is becoming less and less important. As far back as
the Enlightenment, Hegel expressed the fear that in this fight
for survival, art might founder. No, it is not defined negatively
but receives its positive definition in the thirst for knowledge,
the hunger for discovery, lively interest and search for truth.
From all of this comes your stimulus, for in your own person,
there is not enough. Your scope is not wide enough. Stimulus
is followed by the idea, then a conception, then comes imagination, and the power of imagination leads to consummation.

found meaning: their limited enlightenment strives upwards, where it ends. The
finiteness of their enlightenment is indispensable to the end. Gerhard Richter’s
abstract pictures could be painted in glaze, like Jackson Pollock’s pictures they
have no centre and no boundaries. That is what our times are like. Art does not
come from skill but from the artist.
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From this you can see that art comes from
ideas and conceptions. Expertise is not the
cause. The power of imagination is the ability
to create new things. And this has its infinity
and its uncertainty. The inexplicable, the enigmatic, the ambiguous are good arguments
for a work of art. Art speaks wordlessly in
metaphors, they are imprecise in comparison
with the spoken word, they awaken the imagination and bring remote things together.
They say more than they show.

Just the same but different
The centaur Chiron was just, empathic and wise. He renounced immortality and Zeus
changed him into a constellation. In passing and without an inscription, the message cannot be understood.
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The relationship of ceramics to art is a
problem. An individual bundle of problems.
I abandon my horse and get in a car. The
comparative How says yes, that is the way
it is. The words are hardly spoken when reservations arise. There were horses for riding
and there were old nags. And through the car,
they lost their original function and drifted
off into the area of prestige and display, enjoying a different form of love, different too
from the love of a car. In practical terms,
they were unnecessary. The potter who learns
to master clay becomes a master craftsman
when he can throw this high and that wide.
How does the plate become art then? Provençale faience gave the answer in the age of
mercantilism: by painting a picture on it. The
plate surrenders its original purpose. But who
would think today of taking the dull form of
the plate as a support for paintings of equestrian games? In the past, when ceramics was
still taught at a number of art schools, students who had already qualified as potters
were welcome. It was held that they would
be well at home with the material and its nature. During the course, the valuable time to
maturity was shortened by calculating glazes
when the professors believed the glaze was
a criterion for art. This approach was understandable in a time of a close relationship to
nature. Bernard Leach wanted to make highly
sensitive, natural ceramics after the Japanese
model the rule. This did not succeed in the
Western world. Here, it is increasingly turning its back on nature. Ruth Duckworth’s
sculptures have nothing to do with nature
but they are high art. Their significance is
decorative, they have no message. Their value lies in their distinctiveness. In contrast to
Gerhard Richter’s candle flame, it has a pro-

